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1. INTRODUCTION 

There has recently been good deal of intellectual curiosity and de- 
bate about the need for asset/liability management (ALM) by French 
insurers. This paper is intended to provide a concrete example of one 
situation where the need for ALM is real and material. 

2. HYPOTHESIS 

With the Bon de Capitalisation (<‘Bon de Capi”) product, the com- 
bination of the sales charge, the taxation of the policyholder’s earned 
interest upon withdrawal, and the low rate of interest guaranteed, is 
thought by some to shield the insurance company from interest rate 
risk. The purpose of this note is to test for the presence of interest rate 
risk in a sample B071, de Capi product. 

The example is a Bon de Capi product with an eight-year maturity. 
The approach and conclusions of the note can also be applied to ten- 
year “double your money” products, or other products with similar 
characteristics. 

3. SITUATION 

The yield curve for F’rench Government coupon bonds at the time 
the calculations in this note were done was as follows: 
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Maturity 3mo. 6mo. lyr. 2yr. 3yr. 5yr. 7yr. 8yr. 10yr. 20yr. 30yr. 

Yield(%) 10.50 9.70 8.90 8.25 8.25 8.25 8.25 8.25 8.25 8.50 8.50 

Under the terms of our sample Bon de Capi product, the policy- 
holder is guaranteed an eight-year capitalized return of 5.78%. Although 
the insurance regulations specify the maximum guaranteed rate, “excess” 
interest above the guaranteed rate is commonly credited in retrospect. 
The sample policy has a 5% sales charge and no surrender penalties 
other than the taxation of interest earned under the policy. 

The guaranteed rate is set at 70% of the prevailing TME index, the 
maximum currently allowed by the insurance regulations. At the time 
of writing, the regulations were expected to be changed to 70% of TME, 
although it had not been officially changed. The TME is assumed to be 
equal to 8.25%, the yield on two-year through ten-year bonds. 

4. RESULTS 

Table 1 shows the profile of interest rate risk two years after issuance 
of the sample policy (initial payment of 1,052.63, or 1,000 net of the 5% 
sales charge). At that point in time the surrender value after taxation of 
interest is 1,084.36, representing principal plus 61.9% (100 minus 38.1) of 
earned interest. (Taxation rates are 38.1% in the first four policy years, 
18.1% in the next four policy years, and 0% at maturity). To model 
excess interest, it is assumed that 90% of TME at issuance (7.425%) is 
credited over the policy duration in excess of one year, giving an account 
value of 1,136.29. 

Surrender Value = 1,000 x (1 + .619 x [(1.05775 x 1.07425) - l]} 

= 1,084.36 

Account Value = 1,000 x (1.05775 x 1.07425) 

= 1,136.29 

Column Description 

Change in Rates Calculations are shown for rate rises of between 0% 
and 10%. 

Bon de Capi 
Gtee. Level 

It is assumed that as rates rise l.OO%, guaranteed 
on Bon de Cupi returns offered products will rise 
.70%, but the rates policyholders will expect to earn 
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on new Bon de Capi purclmses at that point in time 
will rise by .90% due to the crediting of excess inter- 
est. 

Ten - Year 
Terminal 
Wealth 
(surrender and 
no surrender) 

The new guarantee levels are used to do a terminal 
wealth comparison between surrendering the policy 
and not surrendering the policy. For example, if rates 
have risen 3.00%, prevailing Bon de Capi guarantee 
rates are assumed to be 10.13% (.9x (8.25+3.00%)). 
Therefore, surrendering the policy for 1,084.36 would 
enable one to obtain 2,228.36 at time 10 years 
(2,228.36 = 1,084.36 x (1.1013’8) x (1 - .05)). Five 
percent is deducted as the assumed sales charge on 
a new policy. The comparison is made to the ma- 
turity amount of the current policy, accumulated for 
two additional years at 10.13% (2,150.87 = 1,000 x 

(1.0742’8) x (1.1013*2)). The comparison used is 
equivalent to comparing the maturity amount of the 
current contract to the “book value” of a contract 
purchased with the surrender amourlt eight years 
from the original issuance. 

Asset Value The asset market value at the end of two years is 
calculated assuming the original investment of 1,000 
is into an eight-year zero coupon bond purchased at 
a yield of 8.25%. The change in yield of the asset is 
assumed to be equal to the change in rates shown in 
the first column. 

Amount at Risk The Amount at Risk column shows the excess of 
the account value over the asset value, in situations 
where the terminal wealth comparison favours sur- 
render. Upon surrender, the account value would be 
paid by the insurance company, and the tax collected 
by the taxation authorities. (Note that the account 
value the insurer would pay is higher than the surren- 
der value the policyholder receives due to taxation). 
The amount at risk is the potential loss if rates rise 
to that level and surrender occurs. 

Table 1 shows that at two years, for rate increases of 2.30% or 
greater, the policyholder will have a financial incentive to surrender, 
and the insurance company will suffer a financial loss if surrender occurs. 
The amount at risk jumps from zero to a noticeable level, and increases 
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in roughly a linear fashion as the effect of larger rate increases are 
calculated. 

Table 1 

pet of TME 0.90 
acct. value 1,136.29 tas rate 0.3810 

time (yrs) 2.00 Treasury rate 0.0825 surr. value 1,084.36 
sales charge 0.0500 

Change in Bon Capi ten-year terminal wealth 

Rates Gtee Level surrender no surrender Asset Value Amt. at Risk 

0.0000 0.0743 1,827.Ol 2,046.70 1,171.81 0.00 
0.0020 0.0761 1,851.64 2,053.56 1,158.90 0.00 
0.0040 0.0779 1,876.57 2,060.44 1,146.16 0.00 
0.0060 0.0797 1,901.79 2,067.33 1,133.58 0.00 
0.0080 0.0815 1,927.30 2,074.22 1,121.16 0.00 
0.0100 0.0833 1,953.ll 2,081.14 1,108.91 0.00 
0.0125 0.0855 1,985.8 1 2,089.79 1,093.80 0.00 
0.0150 0.0878 2,018.97 2,098.46 1,078.94 0.00 
0.0175 0.0900 2,052.63 2,107.15 1,064.31 0.00 
0.0200 0.0923 2,086.77 2,115.86 1,049.91 0.00 
0.0225 0.0945 2,121.41 2J24.59 1,035.74 0.00 
0.0230 0.0950 2,128.40 2,126.33 1,032.93 103.36 
0.0250 0.0968 2,156.55 2,133.33 1,021.79 114.50 
0.0275 0.0990 2,192.20 2J42.09 1,008.06 128.23 
0.0300 0.1013 2,228.36 2,150.87 994.54 141.75 
0.0350 0.1058 2,302.26 2,168.49 968.14 168.15 
0.0400 0.1103 2,378.29 2,186.17 942.55 193.74 
0.0500 0.1193 2,536.97 2,221.76 893.70 242.58 
0.0700 0.1373 2,882.34 2,293.80 804.60 331.69 
0.1000 0.1643 3,477.51 2,404.01 689.63 446.66 

The figure of +2.30% can be thought of as the arbitrage threshold. 
For rate increases above this level it will be possible for policyholders 
to effect a wealth arbitrage by surrendering their existing policy and 
buying a new one. However, the threshold for interest rate risk is much 
lower. Interest rate risk occurs whqn the insurer’s asset value is lower 
than the account value it would pay upon surrender. At two years, the 
interest rate risk threshold is +.60%. 

Table 2 summarizes the arbitrage thresholds and the interest rate 
risk thresholds for different time periods. The figures listed in Table 2 
are shown in Graph 1. 

Table 2 shows that the arbitrage threshold begins at roughly -11% 
and moves gradually to higher rates with the passage of time. The inter- 
est rate risk threshold begins virtually at current rate levels and moves 
very gradually to higher rates with the passage of time. The arbitrage 
threshold falls between 3.75 years and 4 years due to the taxation rate 
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decreasing from 38.1% to 18.1%. The change in the taxation rate does 
not affect interest rate risk as it has no affect on the account value or the 
asset value. The situation at the four year point, and the relationship 
between amoimt at risk, rate of taxation and level of guarantee is dealt 
with in more detail in the Appendix. 

Time Arbitrage Threshold 
Inter& Rate 

Risk Threshold 

3 months + .95 % + .lO% 
6 months +1.15% + .20% 
9 months +1.35% + .30% 
1 year +1.55% + .40% 
1.5 years +1.90% + .50% 
2 years +2.30% + .60% 
3 years +3.35% + .85% 
3.75 years +4.50% +1.20% 
4 years +3.35% +1.30% 
5 years +4.95% +2.00% 
6 years +fL05% +3.40% 
7 years +17.80% +7.75Yo 

Rise in 
Interest 
Rates 

6 

5 
Interest rate risk 

4 

0- 
1 2 3 4 5 

Time Since Issue (years) 

Fig. 1 Interest rate and arbitrage risk 

Tables 1 and 2 show quantitatively the degree of arbitrage risk, 
based on a number of assumptions. The arbitrage risk will be real if 
the policyholder can recognize his/her options and is able to calculate 
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their attractiveness. The presence of a financially motivated interme- 
diary would help fulfil both conditions. Even so, not all policyholders 
would behave in a financially efficient manner, and those that did would 
probably require some “nuisance premium”, not incorporated in our cal- 
culations, to do the surrender. However, the calculations in Tables 1 and 
2 understate the risk to some degree because there are no deductions 
made from the asset yield for the insurance company’s profit or ongoing 
expenses. 

It must be noted that the assumptions necessary to do the arbitrage 
analysis get more uncertain with the passage of time. The analysis is 
most accurate for the first year or two following policy issuance for the 
following reasons: 

1. Details of the policy will be freshest in the mind of the policyholder 
and any intermediary involved. 

2. A surrender will not necessitate a large change in the policyholder’s 
ultimate investment horizon. 

3. Regardless of the economic attractiveness of an arbitrage, human 
nature is such that a policyholder is more likely to surrender when 
the nominal amount of taxes paid is small. 

The presence of a surrender charge imposed by the insurance com- 
pany can materially affect the profile of interest rate risk. For example, 
a 5% surrender charge imposed in the first and second policy year will, 
in addition to the sales charge, increase the thresholds shown in Table 
2 in the first and second year by about 1 to 1.25%. 

The insurance company selling Bon de Capi products should not 
focus exclusively on the arbitrage threshold and the degree of arbitrage 
risk. Any rate rise above the interest rate risk threshold poses a risk. 
Expected withdrawals can be provided for through the asset structure by 
substituting eight-year coupon bonds, or shorter coupon or zero-coupon 
bonds, for eight-year zeros. However, unexpected withdrawals, when 
rates exceed the interest rate risk threshold, made for any reason, will 
cause financial losses. For example, tax or insurance regulations might 
change, affecting the relative attractiveness of Bon de Cupi versus other 
forms of savings. 

5. CONCLUSION 

The results show that the insurer’s guarantee to pay principal plus 
interest, with no surrender charge or market-value adjustment, produces 
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the risk of unexpected withdrawals for very modest rises in interest rates. 
At larger rises in interest rates, increased withdrawals arc likely to occur 
because policyholders will be in a position to arbitrage by surrendering 
their existing policies and buying new ones. 

Although the precise method of analysis and exact size of risk are 
subject to some debate, the existence of the risk of rising interest rates, 
particularly soon after the issue of the Bon de Cupi product, is clear. 

6. SOLUTIONS 

6.1. CONTINGENT IMMUNIZATION 

The fact that the guaranteed rate is limited to 70% of TME pro- 
vides the insurance company with a margin to follow a more dynamic 
investment strategy, rather than simply investing the net premium in an 
g-year zero coupon bond as soon as it is received. For example, assum- 
ing the insurance company’s annual expenses plus profit target is .75% 
per year, (the choice of .75% is completely arbitrary) eight-year zero 
coupon rates could go as low as 6.53%” before the insurer’s ability to 
lock-in the guaranteed yield would be jeopardized. (6.53=5.78+.75). A 
contingent immunization strategy might work as follows: As eight-year 
zero coupon rates remain at 8.25% or higher, assets are held short-term, 
providing protection against rising rates. As eight-year rates fall towards 
6.53%, short-term assets are sold and eight-year assets are purchased, 
locking in the insurance company’s yield at 6.53% if rates fall that far. 
As time passes and short-term investments earn in excess of 6.53%, the 
trigger yield at which the portfolio is totally invested in zero coupon 
bonds maturing eight years from issue, can be reduced. 

There are risks with a dynamic strategy such as the one described. 
If rates fall quickly, and an eight-year return of at least 6.53% is locked 
in, rates may rise quickly from that level, triggering interest rate risk. 
Such a strategy also assumes that yields move in a fairly continuous 
fashion, a discontinuity in available rates or a sharp increase in interest 
rate volatility may cause such a strategy to fail. If a more active strategy 
of moving back and forth between zeros and short-term investments is 
followed, there would undoubtedly be accounting complications. 

6.2. OPTION PROTECTION 

Another approach would be to continue to invest the single premium 
in an eight-year zero at the point of purchase, but to also purchase 



Table 3 

pet of TME 0.90 option strike 0.0075 
acct. value tax rate 0.3810 

(yrs) 
1,057.75 option amt. 400.00 

time 1.00 Treasury rate 0.0825 surr. value 1,035.75 hedge offset 25.0006 
sales charge 0.0500 hedge % 0.33 

Change in Bon Capi ten-year terminal wealth 

Rates Gtee Level surrender no surrender Asset Value Amt. at Risk Amt. to Hedge Option Pay. 

0.0000 0.0743 1,745.10 1,905.23 1,082.50 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.0020 0.0761 1,768.63 1,908.43 1,068.60 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.0040 0.0779 1,792.44 1,911.62 1,054.91 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.0060 0.0797 1,816.52 1,914.81 1,041.42 0.00 0.00 0.00 
0.0080 0.0815 1,840.89 1,918.OO 1,028.12 0.00 1.54 1.24 
0.0100 0.0833 1,865.55 1,921.20 1,015.02 0.00 5.91 6.17 
0.0125 0.0855 1,896.78 1,925.19 998.91 0.00 11.27 12.24 
0.0150 0.0878 1,928.46 1,929.18 983.09 0.00 16.54 18.19 
0.0175 0.0900 1,960.60 1,933.17 967.55 90.20 21.71 24.03 
0.0200 0.0923 1,993.21 1,937.16 952.30 105.45 26.79 29.77 
0.0225 0.0945 2,026.N 1,941.15 937.32 120.43 31.78 35.41 
0.0230 0.0950 2,032.97 1,941.95 934.36 123.39 32.77 36.52 
0.0250 0.0968 2,059.86 1,945.14 922.61 135.14 36.68 40.94 
0.0275 0.0990 2,093.91 1,949.13 908.16 149.59 41.49 46.38 
0.0300 0.1013 2,128.46 1,953.12 893.97 163.78 46.21 51.72 
0.0350 0.1058 2,199.04 1,961.10 866.34 191.41 55.41 62.11 
0.0400 0.1103 2,271.66 1,969.08 839.69 218.06 64.29 72.14 
0.0500 0.1193 2,423.23 1,985.04 789.14 268.61 81.12 91.16 
0.0700 0.1373 2,753.12 2,016.97 698.13 359.62 111.43 125.40 
0.1000 0.1643 3,321.60 2,064.85 583.20 474.55 149.70 168.65 
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a series of put options to protect against interest rate and arbitrage 
risk. As an example, Table 3 has a column, titled Amount to Hedge, 
calculated as 33% of the amount by which the account value exceeds the 
asset value plus 2.5% of the net premium paid by the policyholder. (In 
this case, it is assumed that the insurance company chooses to hedge 
33% of any amount at risk exceeding 2.5% of the premium. The choice 
of 33% and 2.5% are arbitrary.) The “Option Payoff” column of Table 
3 shows the payoff from notional amount of 400 of a one-year European 
put on an eight-year zero-coupon OAT, struck at a yield of 9.00% 
(8.25+.75). 

Table 3 demonstrates how such a put option can be used to pra 
vide protection against interest rate risk. There are exchange-traded 
American exercise put options on 30-year coupon OATS with expiry as 
long as a year to a year and half. Exchange-traded options have the 
advantage of being able to be held as an asset on the balance sheet of 
the insurer. An insurance company may purchase non exchange-traded 
options but must hold these options in its surplus account. This poses 
two problems. The purchase of the option causes an immediate reduc- 
tion in the insurer’s free surplus. Also, there are difficulties moving any 
revenue from the options back to the proper policyholder’s accounts. 
Therefore, to hedge interest rate risk in the first year to year and a 
half, it would probably be preferable to purchase the longest expiration 
exchange-traded option on the thirty-year OAT at a strike level and 
amount determined by analyzing the expected disintermediation pat- 
tern. If it were available, the ten-year coupon OAT would probably be 
a better choice than the thirty-year, as the ten-year is much closer to 
the crucial part of the yield curve. Prior to the expiry of the option, to 
the extent that interest rates rise above the thresholds and surrenders 
do occur, the market value of the put option should increase in such a 
manner that it can be partially unwound and the gains used to offset 
interest rate losses. Interest rate risk beyond the first year and a half 
will have to be addressed in a different manner. 

6.3. COORDINATED PRODUCT DESIGN AND INVESTMENT STRATEGY 

The basic causes of risk are the lack of either a market-value ad- 
justment to the surrender value, or some form of significant participation 
on the part of the policyholder when interest rates rise. It is possible 
to design an investment strategy that would support a product offering 
the policyholder a “formula” return if rates rose, while guaranteeing a 



minimum return. The product’s terms and investment strategy could 
be designed in such a way as to remove all arbitrage or interest rate 
risk. However, a description of such a product design and investment 
strategy is well beyond the purpose of this paper. 

7. APPENDIX 

7.1. THE MARGINAL EFFECTS OF SALES CHARGES, TAXATION, AND 

CREDITED RATES 

Appendix Table A shows the same situation as Table 1 except the 
tax rate on surrenders is set to 0, the credited rate is 8.25%, 100% of 
current rates at the time of issuance, instead of 70% and 90%, and the 
expected sales charge on a new Bon de Cupi purchase is set to 0 from 
5%. 

App. Table A 

pet of TME 1.00 
acct. value 1,171.N tas rate 0.0000 

time (yrs) 2.00 Treasury rate 0.0825 surr. value 1,171.81 
sales charge 0.0000 

Change in Bon Capi ten-year terminal wealth 

Rates Gtee Level surrender no surrender Asset Value Amt. at Risk 

0.0000 0.0825 2,209.42 2,209.42 1,171.81 0.00 
0.0020 0.0845 2,242.29 2,217.60 1,158.90 12.91 
0.0040 0.0865 2,275.59 2,225.78 1,146.16 25.65 
0.0060 0.0885 2,309.32 2,233.98 1,133.58 38.23 
0.0080 0.0905 2,343.48 2,242.20 1,121.16 50.64 
0.0100 0.0925 2,378.09 2,250.43 1,108.91 62.90 
0.0125 0.0950 2,421.97 2,260.74 1,093.80 78.00 
0.0150 0.0975 2,466.56 2,271.08 1,078.94 92.87 
0.0175 0.1000 2,511.87 2,281.44 1,064.31 107.50 
0.0200 0.1025 2,557.91 2,291.82 1.049.91 121.90 
0.0225 0.1050 2,604.68 2,302.23 1,035.74 136.07 
0.0230 0.1055 2,614.12 2,304.31 1,032.93 138.88 
0.0250 0.1075 2,652.20 2,312.65 1,02 1.79 150.02 
0.0275 0.1100 2,700.47 2,323.ll 1,008.06 163.75 
0.0300 0.1125 2,749.51 2,333.58 994.54 177.26 
0.0350 0.1175 2,849.94 2,354.61 968.14 203.67 
0.0400 0.1225 2,953.57 2,375.72 942.55 229.25 
0.0500 0.1325 3,170.75 2,418.24 893.70 278.10 
0.0700 0.1525 3,647.40 2,504.41 804.FO 367.21 
0.1000 0.1825 4,479.87 2,636.49 689.63 482.18 
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Appendix Table A shows that in the absence of taxation, yield 
reduction, and expected sales charges, t,he policyholder has an eight- 
year “at-the-money” put option. That is, a put option that has value 
as soon as rates rise even a small amount from initial levels. 

App. Table B 

time (yrs) 2.00 

pet of TME 1.00 
acct. value 1,171.81 tax rate 0.0000 
Treasury rate 0.0825 surr. value 1,171.81 

sales charge 0.0500 

Change in Bon Capi t,ewyear terminal wealth 

Rates Gtee Level surrender no surrender Asset Value Amt. at Risk 

0.0000 0.0825 2,098.95 
0.0020 0.0845 2,130.18 
0.0040 0.0865 2,161.81 
0.0060 0.0885 2,193.85 
0.0080 0.0905 2,221X31 
0.0100 0.0925 2,259.18 
0.0125 0.0950 2,300.87 
0.0150 0.0975 2,343.23 
0.0175 0.1000 2,386.28 
0.0200 0.1025 2.430.01 
0.0225 0.1050 2,474.44 
0.0230 0.1055 2,483.42 
0.0250 0.1075 2,519.59 
0.0275 0.1100 2,565.45 
0.0300 0.1125 2,612.04 
0.0350 0.1175 2,707.45 
0.0400 0.1225 2,805.89 
0.0500 0.1325 3,012.21 
0.0700 0.1525 3,465.03 
0.1000 0.1825 4,255.87 

2,209.42 
2,217.60 
2,225.78 
2,233.98 
2,242.20 
2,250.43 
2,260.74 
2,271.08 
2,281.44 
2,291.82 
2,302.23 
2,304.31 
2,312.G5 
2.323.11 
2 333 58 
2:35&Y 
2,375.72 
2J18.24 
2,504.41 
2,636.49 

1,171.81 0.00 
1,158.90 0.00 
1,146.16 0.00 
1,133.58 0.00 
1,121.16 0.00 
1.108.91 62.90 
1,093.80 78.00 
1,078.94 92.87 
1,064.31 107.50 
1.0-19.91 121.90 
1,035.74 13F.07 
1,032.93 138.88 
1,021.79 150.02 
1,008.06 163.75 

994.54 177.26 
9F8.14 203.67 
942.55 229.25 
893.70 278.10 
804.60 367.21 
689.63 482.18 

Appendix Table B is identical to Appendix Table A except the expected 
sales charge of 5% is reintroduced. The addition of the sales charge 
does not affect the interest rate risk threshold as it does not affect the 
account value or the asset value. However, it does push the arbitrage 
threshold higher by about l%, as the policyholder would have to recoup 
the expected sales charge that would be deducted from the purchase of 
a new Bon de Cqi product. Higher or lower expected sales charges 
would affect this increase in the arbitrage threshold in a proportional 
manner. 

Appendix Table C is identical to Appendix Table B except. taxa- 
tion of interest upon surrender is introduced. The effect of this marginal 
change is to push the arbitrage threshold up to about +2%. The taxa- 
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tion of interest is a real “out-of-pocket” loss to the policyholder, so a 
larger increase in rates is necessary to compensate for this loss. Intro 
ducing taxation does not affect the degree of interest rate risk to the 
insurer, as the tax is collected by the tax authorities, not the insurer. 
Therefore, taxation changes the arbitrage threshold but not the interest 
rate risk threshold. 

The only difference between Appendix Table C and Table 1 is the 
reduction in the credited rate from 100% of TME at issuance to 90% 
for policy duration greater than one, and 70% for the most recent policy 
year. The effect of this change is to decrease the account value, with 
no change in the asset value. This causes an increase in the arbitrage 
threshold to t2.30 and increase in the interest rate risk threshold to 
+.SO%. 

App. Table C 

pet of TME 1.00 
acct. value 1,171.81 tax rate 0.3810 

time (yrs) 2.00 Treasury rate 0.0825 surr. value 1,106.35 
sales charge 0.0500 

Change in Bon Capi ten-year terminal wealth 

Rates Gtee bevel surrender no surrender Asset Value Amt. at Risk 

0.0000 0.0825 1,981.70 2,209.42 1,171.81 0.00 
0.0020 0.0845 2,011.18 2,217.60 1,158.90 0.00 
0.0040 0.0865 2,041.05 2,225.78 1,146.16 0.00 
0.0060 0.0885 2,071.30 2,233.98 1,133.58 0.00 
0.0080 0.0905 2,101.94 2,242.20 1,121.16 0.00 
0.0100 0.0925 2,132.98 2,250.43 1,108.91 0.00 
0.0125 0.0950 2,172.34 2,260.74 1,093.80 0.00 
0.0159 0.0975 2,212.34 2,271.08 1,078.94 0.00 
0.0175 0.1009 2,252.98 2,281.44 1,064.31 0.00 
0.0200 0.1025 2,294.27 2,291.82 1.04$91 121.90 
0.0225 0.1059 2,336.22 2,302.23 1,035.74 136.07 
0.0230 0.1055 2,344.69 2,304.31 1,032.93 138.88 
0.0250 0.1075 2,378.84 2,312.65 1,021.79 150.02 
0.0275 0.1100 2,422.14 2,323.ll 1,008.06 163.75 
0.0309 0.1125 2,466.13 2,333.58 994.54 177.26 
0.0350 0.1175 2,556.20 2,354.61 968.14 203.67 
0.0490 0.1225 2,649.15 2,375.72 942.55 229.25 
0.0500 0.1325 2,843.94 2,418.24 893.70 278.10 
0.07cKl 0.1525 3,271.47 2,504.41 804.60 367.21 
0.1090 0.1825 4,018.14 2,636.49 689.63 482.18 




